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Before beginning this equality impact assessment (EqIA) form, you should use the EqIA 
screening tool to decide whether you need to complete an EqIA for your activity and read the 
EqIA guidance. 

The term “activities” is used by the Council to mean a range of things, such as policies, proj-
ects, functions, services, staff restructures, major developments or planning applications. 

Most significant activities that affect Council stakeholders will require an EqIA when they are 
in the planning stage. Many will also require an EqIA to monitor their impact on equality over 
time or if there is a significant change that prompts a review, such as in local demographics.  

EqIAs help the Council to fulfil its legal obligations under the Equality Act’s public sector 
equality duty. The duty requires the Council to have due regard1 to the need to: 

• eliminate unlawful behaviour, such as discrimination, harassment and victimisation;

• promote equality of opportunity between those who share a protected characteristic 
and those who don’t; and

• promote good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who don’t. 

The way that we demonstrate that we have due regard for these three aims, and therefore 
that we are complying with the public sector equality duty, is by undertaking an EqIA.

EqIAs will almost certainly be required when a new activity affecting people who share the 
protected characteristics is being developed and when reviewing or changing such activities. 

They will also be likely required before and during any staff re-organisations.

An EqIA should be started at the beginning of a new activity and developed in parallel with it. 
Activities such as services and projects should also be regularly reviewed for their impact. 

An EqIA should be revisited and updated to determine whether any planned positive impacts 
have been achieved and whether any identified negative impacts have been mitigated. You 
can indicate the version of the EqIA below.

For more complex enquiries on EqIAs, in the first instance please contact 
equalities@camden.gov.uk where you will be able to receive dedicated support.  

EqIAs should be signed off by the relevant sponsor, director or Head of Service. 

1  Due regard is a legal requirement and means that decision makers have to consider the equality implications of a 
proposal before a commissioning or policy decision has been made that may affect people who share each of the protected 
characteristics. Paying ‘due regard’ means giving a proportionate amount of resource to this analytical exercise relevant to 
the potential impact on equality.

https://lbcamden.sharepoint.com/sites/Essentials-Business-Support/SitePages/Equality-Impact-Assessments.aspx
https://lbcamden.sharepoint.com/sites/Essentials-Business-Support/SitePages/Equality-Impact-Assessments.aspx
https://lbcamden.sharepoint.com/sites/intranet/business-support/Pages/Equality-Impact-Assessments.aspx?CT=1675774866905&OR=OWA-NT&CID=6c1812fe-bae7-46dc-26c6-c3573ccd3068
mailto:equalities%40camden.gov.uk?subject=
https://www.lawinsider.com/dictionary/due-regard
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Title of the activity

Officer accountable for the EqIA (e.g. director or project sponsor)
Full name:
Position:
Directorate:
Email:
Lead person completing the EqIA (author)
Full name:
Position:
Directorate:
Email:
Person reviewing the EqIA (reviewer)
Full name:
Position:
Directorate:
Email:
Version number and date of update

Step 1: Clarifying aims 

1.a Is it a new activity or one that is under review or being changed?
  New 
  Under review
  Being changed

1.b. Which groups are affected by this activity?
  Staff
  Residents
  Contractors
  Other (please detail):

1.c Which Directorate does the activity fall under:
  Supporting People
  Supporting Communities
  Corporate Services
  More than one Directorate. Please specify:
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1.d Outline the aims/objectives/scope of the activity. (You should aim for a summary, 
rather than copying large amounts of text from elsewhere.)

Continue on next page if more space is needed.
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Step 2: Data and evidence

What data do you have about the people affected by the activity, for example those who use 
a service? Where did you get that data from (existing data gathered generally) or have you 
gone out and got it and what does it say about the protected characteristics and the other 
characteristics about which the council is interested?

Is there currently any evidence of discrimination or disadvantage to the groups?

What will the impact of the changes be? 

You should try to identify any data and/or evidence about people who have a combination, 
or intersection, of two or more characteristics. For example, homeless women, older 
disabled people or young Black men. 

2.a Consider any relevant data and evidence in relation to all Equality Act protected 
characteristics:

  Age         

  Disability, including family carers2

  Gender reassignment3

  Marriage and civil partnership

  Pregnancy and maternity

  Race

  Religion or belief

  Sex

  Sexual orientation

Age

2  This is the legal term in the Equality Act. In practice there are specific legal protections for a diverse range of 
people who have physical, mental and sensory impairments, long-term health conditions and/or neurodivergence, as well 
as carers who provide unpaid care for a friend or family member who cannot function without their support. Census and 
local datasets use the Equality Act definition and will include people who may not use the language of disability to describe 
themselves.
3  This is the legal term in the Equality Act. In practice there are specific legal protections for anyone whose gender 
identity does not match the sex they were assigned at birth. This means, for example, that people who are trans and people 
who are non-binary or gender fluid are considered a specific protected group under the Equality Act. 
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Disability, including family carers

Gender reassignment

Marriage and civil partnership

Pregnancy and maternity
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Race

Religion or belief

Sex

Sexual orientation
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Intersectional Groups

2.b Consider evidence in relation to the additional characteristics that the Council is 
concerned about:

  Foster carers

  Looked after children/care leavers

  Low-income households

  Refugees and asylum seekers

  Parents (of any gender, with children aged under 18)

  People who are homeless

  Private rental tenants in deprived areas

  Single parent households

  Social housing tenants

  Any other, please specify

Foster carers
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Looked after children/care leavers

Low-income households

Refugees and asylum seekers
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Parents (of any gender, with children aged under 18)

People who are homeless

Private rental tenants in deprived areas
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Single parent households

Social housing tenants

Any other, please specify
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2.c Have you found any data or evidence about intersectionality. This could be 
statistically significant data on disproportionality or evidence of disadvantage or 
discrimination for people who have a combination, or intersection, of two or more 
characteristics. 
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Step 3: Impact 

Given the evidence listed in step 2, consider and describe what potential positive 
and negative impacts this work could have on people, related to their protected 
characteristics and the other characteristics about which the Council is interested. 

Make sure you think about all three aims of the public sector equality duty. Have you 
identified any actual or potential discrimination against one or more groups? How could 
you have a positive impact on advancing equality of opportunity for a particular group? Are 
there opportunities within the activity to promote “good relations” – a better understanding or 
relationship between people who share a protected characteristic and others?

3.a Potential negative impact on protected characteristics

Protected 
Characteristic

Is there potential 
negative impact? 
(Yes or No)

Explain the potential negative impact

Age

Disability 
including 
carers

Gender 
reassignment

 

Marriage/civil 
partnership
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Protected 
Characteristic

Is there potential 
negative impact? 
(Yes or No)

Explain the potential negative impact

Pregnancy/ 
maternity

 

Race  

Religion or 
belief

Sex

Sexual 
orientation
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3.b Potential positive impact on protected characteristics

Protected 
Characteristic

Is there potential 
positive impact? 
(Yes or No)

Explain the potential positive impact

Age

Disability 
including 
carers

Gender 
reassignment

 

Marriage/civil 
partnership
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Protected 
Characteristic

Is there potential 
positive impact? 
(Yes or No)

Explain the potential positive impact

Pregnancy/
maternity

 

Race  

Religion or 
belief

Sex
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Protected 
Characteristic

Is there potential 
positive impact? 
(Yes or No)

Explain the potential positive impact

Sexual 
orientation

3.c Potential negative impact on other characteristics

Characteristic Is there potential 
negative impact? 
(Yes or No)

Explain the potential negative impact

Foster carers

Looked after 
children/care 
leavers
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Characteristic Is there potential 
negative impact? 
(Yes or No)

Explain the potential negative impact

Low-income 
households

 

Refugees and 
asylum seek-
ers

  

Parents (of 
any gender, 
with children 
aged under 
18)
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Characteristic Is there potential 
negative impact? 
(Yes or No)

Explain the potential negative impact

People who 
are homeless

 

Private rental 
tenants in 
deprived areas

Single parent 
households
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Characteristic Is there potential 
negative impact? 
(Yes or No)

Explain the potential negative impact

Social housing 
tenants

Any other, 
please specify
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3.d Potential positive impact on other characteristics

Characteristic Is there potential 
positive impact? 
(Yes or No)

Explain the potential positive impact

Foster carers

Looked after 
children/care 
leavers

Low-income 
households
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Characteristic Is there potential 
positive impact? 
(Yes or No)

Explain the potential positive impact

Refugees 
and asylum 
seekers

  

Parents (of 
any gender, 
with children 
aged under 
18)

 

People who 
are homeless
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Characteristic Is there potential 
positive impact? 
(Yes or No)

Explain the potential positive impact

Private rental 
tenants in 
deprived areas

Single parent 
households

Social housing 
tenants

Any other, 
please specify
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3.e Consider intersectionality.4 Given the evidence listed in step 2, consider and describe 
any potential positive and negative impacts this activity could have on people who have a 
combination, or intersection, of two or more characteristics. For example, people who 
are young, trans and homeless, disabled people on low incomes, or Asian women. 

4  Intersectionality refers to the interconnected nature of social categorisations such as race, class, and gender as 
they apply to a given individual or group, regarded as creating overlapping and interdependent systems of discrimination or 
disadvantage.
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Step 4: Engagement - co-production, involvement or consultation with those affected

4.a How have the opinions of people potentially affected by the activity, or those of 
organisations representing them, informed your work?

List the groups you 
intend to engage 
and reference any 
previous relevant 
activities, including 
relevant formal 
consultation?5

If engagement has taken place, what issues were raised 
in relation to one or more of the protected characteristics 
or the other characteristics about which the Council 
takes an interest, including multiple or intersecting 
impacts for people who have two or more of the relevant 
characteristics? 

5  This could include our staff networks, advisory groups and local community groups, advice agencies and charities.
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List the groups you 
intend to engage 
and reference any 
previous relevant 
activities, including 
relevant formal 
consultation?5

If engagement has taken place, what issues were raised 
in relation to one or more of the protected characteristics 
or the other characteristics about which the Council 
takes an interest, including multiple or intersecting 
impacts for people who have two or more of the relevant 
characteristics? 
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List the groups you 
intend to engage 
and reference any 
previous relevant 
activities, including 
relevant formal 
consultation?5

If engagement has taken place, what issues were raised 
in relation to one or more of the protected characteristics 
or the other characteristics about which the Council 
takes an interest, including multiple or intersecting 
impacts for people who have two or more of the relevant 
characteristics? 
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4.b. Where relevant, record any engagement you have had with other teams or 
directorates within the Council and/or with external partners or suppliers that you are 
working with to deliver this activity. This is essential where the mitigations for any 
potential negative impacts rely on the delivery of work by other teams. 
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Step 5: Informed decision-making 

5. Having assessed the potential positive and/or negative impact of the activity, what 
do you propose to do next? 
Please select one of the options below and provide a rationale (for most EqIAs this will be 
box 1). Remember to review this and consider any additional evidence from the operation of 
the activity.

1.   Change the activity to mitigate 
potential negative impacts 
identified and/or to include 
additional positive impacts that 
can address disproportionality 
or otherwise promote equality or 
good relations.

2.   Continue the work as it is 
because no potential negative 
impacts have been found
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3.  Justify and continue the work 
despite negative impacts (please 
provide justification – this must 
be a proportionate means of 
achieving a legitimate aim)

4.   Stop the work because 
discrimination is unjustifiable 
and there is no obvious way to 
mitigate the negative impact
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Step 6: Action planning 

6. You must address any negative impacts identified in steps 3 and/or 4. Please 
demonstrate how you will do this or record any actions already taken to do this. 
Please remember to add any positive actions you can take that further any potential or actual 
positive impacts identified in step 3 and 4. 

Make sure you consult with or inform others who will need to deliver actions.

Action Due Owner
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Action Due Owner
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Step 7: EqIA Advisor

Ask a colleague, preferably in another team or directorate, to ‘sense check’ your approach to 
the EqIA and ask them to review the EqIA form before completing it. 

They should be able to clearly understand from what you have recorded here the process 
you have undertaken to assess the equality impacts, what your analysis tells you about 
positive and negative actual or potential impact, and what decisions you have made and 
actions you have identified as a result. 

They may make suggestions for evidence or impacts that you have not identified. If this 
happens, you should consider revising the EqIA form before completing this version and 
setting a date for its review.

If you feel you could benefit from further advice, please contact the Equalities service at 
equalities@camden.gov.uk

mailto:equalities%40camden.gov.uk?subject=
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Step 8: Sign-off

EqIA author Name

Job title

Date

EqIA advisor / reviewer Name

Job title

Date

Senior accountable officer Name

Job title

Date


	_Hlk114749581
	_Hlk114749780

	Title of the activityRow1: Evening and Night-Time Strategy
	Full name Position Directorate Email: David BurnsDirector of Economy, Regeneration and InvestmentSupporting Communitiesdavid.burns@camden.gov.uk
	Full name Position Directorate Email_2: Patrick JonesBusiness Growth ManagerSupporting Communitiespatrick.jones@camden.gov.uk
	Full name Position Directorate Email_3: Clara BarnesEquality Impact Assurance LeadCorporate Services08/02/24
	New: On
	Under review: Off
	Being changed: Off
	Staff: Off
	Residents: On
	Contractors: Off
	Other please detail: On
	undefined: Businesses, Visitors and people working at night
	Supporting People: Off
	Supporting Communities: On
	Corporate Services: Off
	More than one Directorate Please specify: Off
	undefined_2: 
	rather than copying large amounts of text from elsewhere: Camden is producing an Evening and Night-time strategy that protects and promotes our economic and cultural assets, supports liveability and wellbeing for those that live and work in or near night-time hotspots and aims to be a joining piece between existing strategies and service delivery that have a material impact on Camden between 6pm and 6am. To develop the strategy and understand the key issues and opportunities, we have carried out online and in-person consultation and set up a Citizens’ Assembly which is representative of our communities.Our broad purpose in developing an Evening and Night-time Strategy for Camden is to articulate a long-term vision, including for the evening and night-time economy, with supporting principles and actions. And to address pre-pandemic  trends such as the reduction in venues in Camden that support diversity and inclusion, defining the evening offer beyond alcohol-led activity, promoting cultural production and contending with cost-of-living and cost-of doing-business pressures.The Strategy sets out our understanding of the challenges and opportunities in Camden that our communities and key stakeholders have raised in public engagement and through our Citizens' Assembly. These include supporting and growing what makes Camden a great place to visit, but also better managing our places and public realm between 6pm and 6am to ensure they are welcoming, inclusive and safe for everyone on a night out in Camden. In extreme cases, elements of the evening economy cause disruption to neighbours if not managed properly. There are 16 actions, across five themes, to deliver the vision of the Strategy.The strategy will be delivered over 5-years from 2024 to 2029.OUR VISIONGuided by our residents, businesses, visitors and workers, we will make Camden a welcoming, safe and inclusive place to spend time in the evening and night-time. We believe that by working together we can do more to support our creative and rebellious culture, nurture and protect community heritage, grow the economy and create good work opportunities which are accessible to all.STRATEGY THEMES1. Inclusivity and working together• Residents and workers are able to influence night-time management and its ongoing development.• Civic and night-time venues are more central to community life at night, supporting inclusion and feelings of safety.2. Supporting the economy• There are greater links between business and night-time activation, with more ways to benefit from a changing economy.• Night workers and their contributions to society and economy are valued and appreciated.3. Liveability and wellbeing• The night-time can also be a time to support new lifestyle choices and people can look after their health and wellbeing at night.• Night-time stakeholders play an active role in the response to the climate emergency.4. Culture• Spaces for creative activity at night are affordable and accessible, and creative heritage is safeguarded for future generations.• More young people can consider creative careers and the next generation of cultural producers is supported to create and grow Camden’s evening and night-time culture.5. Places at night• Moving through Camden at night is a safe and positive experience, including the busiest late-night centres.• It is easier to organise evening and night-time events and community gatherings in the public realm.
	undefined_3: 
	Age: On
	Disability including family carers2: On
	Gender reassignment3: On
	Marriage and civil partnership: On
	Pregnancy and maternity: On
	Race: On
	Religion or belief: On
	Sex: On
	Sexual orientation: On
	Age_2: The table below illustrates Camden’s population by age group.All Ages (years)     220,338     100%0-4                         13,168        6.0%5-15                       22,297       10.1%16-29                     58,504       26.6%30-44                     59,573       27.0%45-59                     33,564       15.2%60-74                     22,192       10.1%75-89                     9,945         4.5%90+                        1,095         0.5%Evening and night time economy activity, involving licensable activities or unlicensed activities have the potential to affect the majority of age groups in Camden.The strategy will promote inclusivity in the broad sense and we will reflect these consultation responses when delivering the action plan.
	Disability including family carers: The 2021 Census shows that 15.2% of Camden residents stated that they are disabled under the definition of the Equalities Act and that their day-to-day activities are limited to some extent due to this. This is an increase of 0.8% since the 2011 Census. This is higher than the London average of 13.2%, but lower than the average for England and Wales of 17.5%. Disabled people are more likely to be the victims of crime than people who are non-disabled across all age ranges with the exception of those over 65. The risk may increase for some people with this particular characteristic. Disabled people may be subject to hate crime, which is any incident or crime, which is the victim, or any other person perceives to be motivated because of a person's disability or perceived disability. This is “disability hate crime” and not necessarily associated with activities at or near to licensed premises.Of people engaging in workshops or online surveys and forms before the assembly, 11% self-identified as having a disability, for the citizens’ assembly members that figure rose to 13%. Accessibility and Inclusivity were dominant themes in the early public engagement and assembly output. If there is a lack of specific disability focussed output there is a universal impression that the current ENTE is not as accessible as it should be – including for disabled people, people who consider themselves to be neurodiverse and people with Autism Spectrum Disorder diagnoses - and that this should be addressed in the policy and actions set by the strategy.Data obtained is qualitative or anecdotal, but does include specific examples where disability and addressing accessibility has created different experiences in evening and night-time activity - one highlighted is a venue where the accessible entrance cannot be opened when live music is being performed as it would risk the venue breaching noise emissions. This means those needing to use that entrance having to either arrive or leave  before performances or during intermissions only.
	Gender reassignment: The 2021 Census shows that 0.3% of Camden residents aged over 16 described their gender now as being different to at birth. The question was voluntary and does not seek to survey the whole population (only 16+), 8.2% of potential respondents provided no answer.People in this group may be subject to transphobic hate crime, which is now one of the five ‘strands’ of hate crime recorded by the police. Reported transphobic hate crime increased by 9% in the year 2014/15. However, trans people are reluctant to report it and this may be because of previous bad experiences with the police or because they fear reprisals by neighbours and the criminal justice process will ‘out’ them as trans.There is intersectionality with data on sexual orientation, particularly in relation to provision and protection of queer spaces which can serve a range of people and communities under the definition of LGBTQ+
	Marriage and civil partnership_2: The 2021 Census shows the following data on Camden residents' living arrangements:All residents aged 16+                                                                      170,534             100%Single (never Married or in a civil partnership)                                  72,187              42.3%Living in an opposite sex couple (Married/in civil partnership)          49,303              28.9%Living in a same sex couple (Married/in civil partnership)                  1,416                0.8%Cohabiting in an opposite sex couple                                                21,034              12.3%Cohabiting in a same sex couple                                                        2,148                1.3%Separated                                                                                            3,394                2.0%Divorced or from a legally dissolved civil partnership                        11,082               6.5%Officers have considered that people in this group are likely to have more than one protected characteristic, but have not identified specific issues in respect of marriage or civil partnership as a protected characteristic in relation to the evening and night-time economy.
	Pregnancy and maternity_2: Conception statistics from ONS shows that the conception rate per 1000 women in Camden during 2021 stood at 52.9, significantly below the rate for London at 70.8. The under-18 conception rate, at 10.4, is slightly higher than the London average.Officers have not identified specific issues that will affect this protected characteristic.
	Race_2: The 2021 Census shows that 40.5% of Camden residents were from BAME groups, broken down as follows;All usual residents                                                                           210,136      100%Asian, Asian British or Asian Welsh groups                                    38,042        18.1%Black, Black British, Black Welsh, Caribbean or African groups     18,892         9.0%Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups                                                       13,938         6.6%White groups                                                                                   125,064       59.5%Other ethnic group                                                                           14,200         6.8%We know that the needs and experiences of residents from different ethnic groups will vary considerably. For example, experiencing communication barriers in accessing services, being more likely to be subject of personal crime as well as racial harassment, violence and hate crime.The ethnicity of participants was as follows; 40% of citizens’ assembly members identified as White (11% as White British), 13% of Bangladeshi origin, 8.7% of African origin, 15% from a mixed ethnic background, 6% from an Indian background, 4% from a Caribbean background. The remaining 13.3% of participants came from Chinese, Arab and other ethnic backgrounds.No data came through engagement that indicated specific issues faced due to race in the evening and night-time, compared to any other time period. However, the strategy should mitigate the general observations mentioned above.
	Religion or belief_2: The 2021 Census gives the following breakdown of religious beliefs amongst Camden residents. Over a third of residents state they have no religious beliefs. All usual residents   210,138    100.0%No religion               72,776       34.6%Christian                  65,980       31.4%Buddhist                   2,410         1.1%Hindu                       3,991          1.9%Jewish                    10,079         4.8%Muslim                    33,830       16.1%Sikh                          487            0.2%Other religion          1,842          0.9%Not answered         18,743         8.9%Nearly two thirds of the population have a religious belief, many of whom will be actively engaged in worship and in places of worship in the evening and the practice of their religion may not be compatible with some evening and night-time activity, especially alcohol led licensed activity. The strategy wants to promote inclusion and mitigate conflicts with religious beliefs as well as create more content and activities that reflect different cultures and religions in a culturally sensitive way.Religion or belief may also overlap with other protected characteristics such as race, sex, sexual orientation and gender reassignment. The issues experienced by different religious/belief groups may vary significantly and the experiences of individuals within a given religious group will vary significantly.
	Sex_2: The 2021 Census recorded the gender split amongst Camden residents as:Male            99,484       47.3% Female       110,652      52.7%Engagement on the strategy has considered the disproportionate experience in the evening and night-time of safety in the public realm, in venues and licensed premises and on public transport where the perception of safety impacts access. For example 57% of all day-time transport users are women but only 36% of all night-time transport users are women. Our Women’s Safety Survey (143 respondents, January 2023) tells us that 70% of respondents feel unsafe after dark with 77% experiencing street harassment, with only 16% reporting these instances. Often citing a lack of confidence in the police either being resourced properly or prioritising the issues.The strategy reinforces the importance of Camden's safety hubs in Camden Town and building on that work as well as promoting schemes such as 'Ask for Angela' with both customers and licensed venues.The most recent ONS report on the Night Time Economy (published in 2022) reported that Female night-time workers are more likely to be low earners and less likely to be high earners than males. Although there are fewer female workers in the evening and night-time economy compared to male workers, the number of female workers has increased from 42% to 44% in the last 10 years, particularly in part-time roles. The strategy proposes to address in-work inequality between the daytime and night-time workforce, extending the Good Work Camden service offer and addressing gender inequality as part of that.The demographic profiling of the citizens’ assembly reveals 39% identified as male, 54% as female and 7% non-binary.
	Sexual orientation_2: The 2021 Census shows that 6.9% of Camden residents 16 or over define their sexual orientation as being other than straight or heterosexual, 10.5% of residents did not answer the questionAll usual residents aged 16+            177,908           100.0%Straight or Heterosexual                   146,868            82.6%Gay or Lesbian                                    6,651              3.7%Bisexual                                               4,511              2.5%All other sexual orientations                1,186              0.7%"Not answered"                                  18,692            10.5%The number of LGBTQ+ nightlife venues in Camden has fallen by 40% between 2006 and 2018. All of our grassroots music venues have faced extreme financial pressures, losing income and trade through lockdowns and then more recently the rising cost of doing business.The strategy reinforces the council's policy framework that has venues that are very important to the LGBTQ+ community in Camden, such as the Black Cap on Camden High Street, from redevelopment. The Strategy reinforces that work and, with a vision focused on inclusion.61% of the citizens’ assembly identified as heterosexual or straight and 7% preferred not to say. The remaining 32% identified as LGBTQ+. 
	Intersectional Groups: As mentioned in the entries above, we expect there is intersectionality within many of the protected characteristics, but no data that suggests a specific intervention necessary for this strategy with one exception.Observed data suggest intersectionality between the gender reassignment and sexual orientation protected characteristics, as often both share the same spaces and venues and cultural programming in the evening and night-time economy and subsequently face mutual exclusion when this spaces and programmes are threatened by redevelopment, cultural appropriation or homogenisation - which data suggests is happening.
	Foster carers: Off
	Looked after childrencare leavers: Off
	Lowincome households: On
	Refugees and asylum seekers: Off
	Parents of any gender with children aged under 18: On
	People who are homeless: On
	Private rental tenants in deprived areas: Off
	Single parent households: Off
	Social housing tenants: Off
	Any other please specify: Off
	Foster carers_2: 
	Looked after childrencare leavers_2: 
	Lowincome households_2: The 2021 Census shows that for Households by deprivation dimensions, 52.5% of households in Camden were deprived in at least one dimension (the four dimensions of deprivation: Employment, education, health and disability, and household overcrowding). This is higher than the London average (51.9%)and the England & Wales average (51.7%)Of those that are in poverty in Camden, 75% are people in working families – the third highest rate within Inner London. Overall, a third of people in Camden (34%), lived in households with an income of less than 60% the UK median after housing costs have been subtracted in 2019/2020.Income and employment deprivation is different depending on where people live in the borough with the fewest households in wards including Highgate, Hampstead Town Frognal and the highest concentration in St Pancras, Kentish Town and Haverstock.Of our estimated 113,700 strong ENTE workforce, 38% work in ‘Cultural and Leisure Activities’ where london-wide data indicates that over half of those jobs pay less than the London Living wage with a disproportionate impact on Female and Part-time workers . There is also a high turnover of workers in the night-time economy and in 2022, the proportion of night-time workers fell to 26.7% and is predicted to continue to decrease from a 2014 peak of 30.8%. It is, therefore, crucial to take into consideration the wellbeing of night-time workers. The strategy proposes an action to define best practice in supporting night workers in the workplace as well as their overall wellbeing. We will engage employers in sectors where night-work is prevelant and/or critical to embed this best practice. This work will combine with our existing Good Work Camden service officer.
	Refugees and asylum seekers_2: 
	Parents of any gender with children aged under 18_2: The 2021 Census  on Household composition states that 32.7% of households include families with children, dependent or otherwise. This is lower than London (44.2%) or England & Wales (39.7%).There is intersection with low-income households; in Camden, while we have the fourth lowest child poverty rate in Inner London, with levels that are slightly lower than the London average, 31.9% of children are still living in poverty.The Strategy does promote family friendly activities in the evening and night-time and that will be through a mixture of business engagement and a change in their offer to cater for families as well as cultural programming and activities that draw familes to evening and night-time hot spots for experiences.
	People who are homeless_2: Tackling Homelessness and Rough Sleeping is a priority for Camden, with a Strategy published in 2019 and We Make Camden setting out that 'Everyone in Camden should have a place they call home. With regards to the evening and night-time in Camden, rough sleeping is a particular issue in relation to our public realm in town centres and around transport hubs, many of which correlate with our evening and night-time hotspots.In 2022, 666 were found to be rough sleeping in Camden, with 399 (60%) moved into accomodation (DLUHC Annual Rough Sleeping Snapshot 2021/22). The ENT Strategy does not contain actions to address rough sleeping, there is a dedicated strategy for that, but in developing actions around safety, wellbeing and management of place. It is likely that this issue will be touched upon. Either re-enforcing the existing delivery mechanisms for 'routes off the streets' or considering bespoke actions.
	Private rental tenants in deprived areas_2: 
	Single parent households_2: 
	Social housing tenants_2: 
	Any other please specify_2: 
	characteristics: There is likely to be intersectionality between characteristics and that is indicated in the completed fields above, but no specific data arose linked to development of themes or actions. We will review this when designing particular actions in more detail.
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoAge: No
	Explain the potential negative impactAge: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoDisability including carers: No
	Explain the potential negative impactDisability including carers: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoGender reassignment: No
	Explain the potential negative impactGender reassignment: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoMarriagecivil partnership: No
	Explain the potential negative impactMarriagecivil partnership: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoPregnancy maternity: No
	Explain the potential negative impactPregnancy maternity: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoRace: No
	Explain the potential negative impactRace: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoReligion or belief: No
	Explain the potential negative impactReligion or belief: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoSex: No
	Explain the potential negative impactSex: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoSexual orientation: No
	Explain the potential negative impactSexual orientation: 
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoAge: Yes
	Explain the potential positive impactAge: The strategy proposes actions that will make venues more inclusive and accessible for a diverse range of users, championing toolkits and best practice such as that provided by 
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoDisability including carers: Yes
	Explain the potential positive impactDisability including carers: The strategy proposes greater action and influencing of venues and cultural producers to improve their accessibility, inclusion and representation.
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoGender reassignment: Yes
	Explain the potential positive impactGender reassignment: The strategy seeks to protect and grow venues and spaces for LGBTQ+ groups through strong planning policy and targeted interventions in cultural programming. The strategy also seeks to promote safety in the evening and night-time experience for all groups, but especially those currently vulnerable.
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoMarriagecivil partnership: No
	Explain the potential positive impactMarriagecivil partnership: 
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoPregnancy maternity: No
	Explain the potential positive impactPregnancy maternity: 
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoRace: No
	Explain the potential positive impactRace: 
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoReligion or belief: No
	Explain the potential positive impactReligion or belief: 
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoSex: Yes
	Explain the potential positive impactSex: There is a strong focus on women's safety in the strategy and proposed actions to work with licensed premises to implement programmes include Ask for Angela and tackle Drink Spiking, training and be more accountable for women's safety at night. There are also actions for the Council and statutory bodies to continue to develop support like the safety hubs and safe havens.
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoSexual orientation: Yes
	Explain the potential positive impactSexual orientation: The strategy seeks to protect and grow venues and spaces for LGBTQ+ groups through strong planning policy and targeted interventions in cultural programming. The strategy also seeks to promote safety in the evening and night-time experience for all groups, but especially those currently vulnerable.
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoFoster carers: No
	Explain the potential negative impactFoster carers: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoLooked after childrencare leavers: No
	Explain the potential negative impactLooked after childrencare leavers: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoLowincome households: No
	Explain the potential negative impactLowincome households: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoRefugees and asylum seek ers: No
	Explain the potential negative impactRefugees and asylum seek ers: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoParents of any gender with children aged under 18: No
	Explain the potential negative impactParents of any gender with children aged under 18: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoPeople who are homeless: No
	Explain the potential negative impactPeople who are homeless: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoPrivate rental tenants in deprived areas: No
	Explain the potential negative impactPrivate rental tenants in deprived areas: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoSingle parent households: No
	Explain the potential negative impactSingle parent households: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoSocial housing tenants: No
	Explain the potential negative impactSocial housing tenants: 
	Is there potential negative impact Yes or NoAny other please specify: No
	Explain the potential negative impactAny other please specify: 
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoFoster carers: No
	Explain the potential positive impactFoster carers: 
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoLooked after childrencare leavers: No
	Explain the potential positive impactLooked after childrencare leavers: 
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoLowincome households: Yes
	Explain the potential positive impactLowincome households: because of the observed correlation between night-work and low income, we anticipate that supporting the Night-time workforce in Camden will improve the livelihoods and wellbeing of those from low income households who engage - or whose employers engage with our toolkits and support through Good Work Camden.
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoRefugees and asylum seekers: No
	Explain the potential positive impactRefugees and asylum seekers: 
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoParents of any gender with children aged under 18: Yes
	Explain the potential positive impactParents of any gender with children aged under 18: The strategy promotes more family friendly activities in the ENT
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoPeople who are homeless: Yes
	Explain the potential positive impactPeople who are homeless: It is possible/likely that work to manage public space and community safety in relation to the ENT could re-enforce the council's strategy and actions to tackle homelessness and rough sleeping.
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoPrivate rental tenants in deprived areas: No
	Explain the potential positive impactPrivate rental tenants in deprived areas: 
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoSingle parent households: Yes
	Explain the potential positive impactSingle parent households: See actions for parents and families
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoSocial housing tenants: No
	Explain the potential positive impactSocial housing tenants: 
	Is there potential positive impact Yes or NoAny other please specify: No
	Explain the potential positive impactAny other please specify: 
	are young trans and homeless disabled people on low incomes or Asian women: Whilst no specific evidence of intersectionality was identified in developing the strategy, it is very likely that it exists and will be explored in more detail when developing specific actions.
	List the groups you intend to engage and reference any previous relevant activities including relevant formal consultation5Row1: Area based workshops open to all members of the public (completed Oct-Dec 2022) and Commonplace surveys (same question sets)
	If engagement has taken place what issues were raised in relation to one or more of the protected characteristics or the other characteristics about which the Council takes an interest including multiple or intersecting impacts for people who have two or more of the relevant characteristicsRow1: 1,526 people had engaged with Commonplace or attended a workshop (including those for the CDA and Age UK sessions below). The following headline data presented on protected characteristics:Gender split - 47% Female, 46% Male, 7% other/not specifiedEthnicity - 75% White (white British/Irish and White other)Age - 35% over 60, 30% 45-59, 24% 30-44Disability - 14% considered themselves to have a disabilityThe common engagement questions used across all engagement were:1) When you think of an evening or night-time in Camden, what comes to mind?2) What would you like to do in the evening and night-time that you can't do currently?3) Which of the starting vision objectives [4 objectives were given; safety, inclusivity, diversity and cultural celebration] are most important to you? Is there anything else you’d include?There is a summary document appended to the Cabinet report that gives headlines of pre-engagement output, but in summary safety was the main point of concern. Though the provision of an ENT offer for different resident and visitor segments was considered important. Licensing was seen as a driver of change for residents and businesses alike and their was support for measures to protect small business and localism.
	List the groups you intend to engage and reference any previous relevant activities including relevant formal consultation5Row2: Disability focussed conversations:Camden Disability Action (completed Nov 2022) - group session held and one one-to-one engagement using a BSL interpreterDisability Oversight Panel (July 2023)
	If engagement has taken place what issues were raised in relation to one or more of the protected characteristics or the other characteristics about which the Council takes an interest including multiple or intersecting impacts for people who have two or more of the relevant characteristicsRow2: We heard that disabled people are users of the ENTE in Camden – taking in a variety of activities - and want spaces and organised groups in social settings and venues – even carving out a quiet niche.Habits and practices that are intimidating or obstructive or exclusive should be addressed, this included how the public realm is managed and scooters and bikes being left in the footway.Medication is not always compatible with alcohol so a more diverse and exciting non-alcohol offer e.g creative mocktails would be great to promote, not just juice. There is some intersection here with families and faith groups too.Disabled people want to be a participant, not just accommodated. Appearances and body can lead to exclusion – venues should train their staff on inclusion.The strategy should be active in advocating against and with venues to change – e.g. Colonel Fawcett pub toilet without a rampAccessibility issues with tickets and ticketing companies (something also raised by Attitude is Everything) – like extra charges, clarity on options/needs online portals and access to a real person to explain needs – also providing free tickets for carers is not universal.Tackle a perception that disabled people are not seen as a viable commercial demographic – not enough tailored or dedicated provision – performances, experiences, hospitalityDisabled people also wanted action on common issues such as safety and lighting and shared wider concerns for example tackling rough sleeping.
	List the groups you intend to engage and reference any previous relevant activities including relevant formal consultation5Row3: Age focussed conversations: Age UK Camden (completed Nov 2022)Gospel Oak Youth ClubCamden Youth Assembly
	If engagement has taken place what issues were raised in relation to one or more of the protected characteristics or the other characteristics about which the Council takes an interest including multiple or intersecting impacts for people who have two or more of the relevant characteristicsRow3: We held an engagement event with Age UK Camden to gather experiences from a small group of their service users. Data gathered was qualitative and participants were asked to respond to the common engagement questions.As well as gathering broad observations - many of which reflected those of other specific groups and the general population, for example feeling less safe at night, less willing to walk or travel alone and concerns about drug and alcohol use - the conversation also raised specific requests linked to age and the way services or business offers could be developed for older people. This included events that are not just aimed at younger people, appropriate integration of the night-time offer so that older people aren't always 'steered' towards matinee showings and 'grey' promotions or sections of bars and restaurants. As well as targeted engagement with Age UK service users, we also spoke to young people in two different settings; a session with Gospel Oak CAs youth club and a session with the Camden Youth Assembly
	List the groups you intend to engage and reference any previous relevant activities including relevant formal consultation5Row1_2: Evening and Night-time Citizens' Assembly (February-March 2023)and supporting Expert Advisory Group (supported the Citizens' Assembly process) 2022-2023
	If engagement has taken place what issues were raised in relation to one or more of the protected characteristics or the other characteristics about which the Council takes an interest including multiple or intersecting impacts for people who have two or more of the relevant characteristicsRow1_2: The Evening and Night-time Assembly was held following the intital engagement activity set out above. It was supported by an Expert Advisory Group. The report of the assembly, how it was run and its recommendations are appended to the cabinet report and the strategy. It can also be viewed here.https://camdenente.commonplace.is/en-GB/news/rep 
	List the groups you intend to engage and reference any previous relevant activities including relevant formal consultation5Row2_2: 
	If engagement has taken place what issues were raised in relation to one or more of the protected characteristics or the other characteristics about which the Council takes an interest including multiple or intersecting impacts for people who have two or more of the relevant characteristicsRow2_2: 
	List the groups you intend to engage and reference any previous relevant activities including relevant formal consultation5Row3_2: 
	If engagement has taken place what issues were raised in relation to one or more of the protected characteristics or the other characteristics about which the Council takes an interest including multiple or intersecting impacts for people who have two or more of the relevant characteristicsRow3_2: 
	List the groups you intend to engage and reference any previous relevant activities including relevant formal consultation5Row1_3: 
	If engagement has taken place what issues were raised in relation to one or more of the protected characteristics or the other characteristics about which the Council takes an interest including multiple or intersecting impacts for people who have two or more of the relevant characteristicsRow1_3: 
	potential negative impacts rely on the delivery of work by other teams: Following the publication of the Citizens' Assembly report meetings were held with the following services to unpack the assembly recommendations and understand how they could be shaped into concise and deliverable actions:- Area Regeneration- Community Safety and Women's Safety Forum- Arts and Culture- Environment Services- Equalities and Disproportionality- Libraries- Parks and Open Spaces- Sport and Leisure- Planning Policy- Public Health- Transport StrategyAdditionally external conversations held with grassroots music venues advocacy organisation, the Music Venues Trust, and disability access organisation, Attitude is Everything. These meetings were for technical input into potential actions.Officers also attended a conference hosted by University College London on the Night-time, primarily to present how Camden used a Citizens' Assembly in strategy development.
	1  Change the activity to mitigate potential negative impacts identified andor to include additional positive impacts that can address disproportionality or otherwise promote equality or good relations: 
	2  Continue the work as it is because no potential negative impacts have been found: The strategy seeks to improve inclusivity of Camden in the evening and night-time as well as create more diversity in the ENT offer and diversify those who can participate. This EQIA suggested where positive impacts can be made by the strategy.
	3  Justify and continue the work despite negative impacts please provide justification  this must be a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim: 
	4  Stop the work because discrimination is unjustifiable and there is no obvious way to mitigate the negative impact: 
	ActionRow1: Equality implications will form part of planning and implementing the strategy actions. 
	DueRow1: throughout life cycle of the strategy
	OwnerRow1: Strategy lead in Inclusive Economy in collaboration with relevant service areas and the Equalities and Disproportionality Team.
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